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A capital, a campus changed

File Photo

On Sept. 11, Hatchet senior photo editor Grant Wernick captured the aftermath of American Airlines Flight 77 hitting the Pentagon, which killed 125 people in the smoldering west side of the building and 64 people onboard the plane.

When terror shocked the District
and shattered New York City on Sept.
11, the University was forced to piece
together a plan of action – one that focused on recovery.
“A lot of what needed to be done
was symbolic and optical and psychological,” then-University President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg said. “Since we
hadn’t actually been hit, there was no
physical issue that could be addressed.
What had to be addressed was apprehension, fear.”
GW cancelled classes for the re-

After attacks, GW's security transforms
mainder of the day after the World
Trade Center and Pentagon suffered
attacks. Cell phones proved useless as
phone lines across the District jammed,
making communication challenging
for students, families and University
officials.
Shortly after the planes struck, the
University Police Department suspected two questionable packages at
the Marvin Center were bombs, while
Ross Hall received a bomb threat, but
a sweep found all harmless. A bomb

''

by priya anand
Metro News Editor

threat at the next-door Wyndham
Hotel evacuated The Aston residence
hall.
Administrators decided at about
6:30 p.m. to hold classes the following
day. To beef up security, UPD boosted
patrols across campus, then-UPD
Chief Dolores Stafford said. Officers
and staff checked GWorlds outside of
the Marvin and Academic centers.
“It was an incredibly scary time,”
Stafford said. “You just had no idea,
and certainly being where we are we

all felt incredibly vulnerable. Our heart
rates were going a mile a minute.”
Trachtenberg, who was on the
board of the Chief of Naval Operations, was sitting in a dark room at the
Pentagon on Sept. 11. The board was
peering over slides with the blinds and
door shut – until somebody walked
in and mentioned a crash at the Twin
Towers.
The lights and television switched
on, blinds were pulled open and the
entire room watched the screen as the

second plane collided into the other
tower, he said.
“The first plane went in, and we
thought, my God, talk about pilot error. But the second plane went in and
we knew this was intentional, the
country was under attack,” Trachtenberg said.
Earlier that morning, his meeting
was relocated to an across-the-street
facility, because the conference room
within the Pentagon where the group
had planned to meet was being painted. He said some speculated the plane
that slammed the Pentagon destroyed
See SECURITY: Page 8

Walking
toward
terror
As freshman roommates, alumni reached a burning Pentagon
by cory weinberg
Hatchet Staff Writer
They just followed the smoke.
Pouring out of the Pentagon, the
smoke hung on the edge of D.C. on
Sept. 11 giving GW students a closeup view of a nation under attack. But
Salim Makhlouf and Morgan Pierson
needed to be closer.
For the two freshmen, the smoke
was their compass. It led them to
the front lawn of the Pentagon, two
hours after American Airlines Flight
77 crashed into its west side, killing
125 people in the building.
Makhlouf and Pierson, who
were roommates in Somers Hall on
the Mount Vernon Campus, stood
on the edge of the capital’s ground
zero as spectators, among hundreds
of evacuated Pentagon workers and
emergency officials.
They also stared down the possibility of becoming inadvertent early
responders after a doctor drafted
Makhlouf and Pierson into a makeshift medical team. Armed with

We were just students in a dorm at GW
and now we were dressed
and ready to go in and help.

''

morgan pierson

2005 Graduate
Elliott School of International Affairs
surgical masks, gloves and wooden
stretchers, the two international affairs majors came face-to-face with
the atrocity.
“We’d gone from being spectators to being part of a rescue crew,”
Pierson, now 28 and employed at a
consulting firm in Chicago, said. “We
were just students in a dorm at GW
and now we were dressed and ready
to go in and help. I remember talking
to Salim on the side asking if we were
ready for it mentally. We weren’t
trained in any way.”
As firefighters and Emergency

Medical Technicians coordinated the
response, Makhlouf and Pierson prepared to help carry people from the
charred building to makeshift triage
stations on the lawn. Pierson, wearing a faded Harvard t-shirt, Abercrombie shorts and his favorite Red
Sox cap, said he and Makhlouf were
likely in the wrong place.
“It was odd that no one said,
‘What are you doing here?’ We were
so clearly kids that I can’t believe no
one said anything,” Pierson said.
See ALUMNI: Page 7

Faculty at center of history
by andrea vittorio
Campus News Editor
Just 36 hours after terrorists attacked the U.S., James Feldkamp sat
on his balcony overlooking the Ches-

apeake Bay sipping a cold beer, eating a cold McDonald’s hamburger –
his first meal in a day – and thinking
the world would never be the same
again.
As a special agent for the Federal

michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

Professor James Feldkamp, pictured in front of the FBI headquarters in D.C., was
working as a special agent in Virginia when he heard news of the Sept. 11 attacks.

Bureau of Investigation, Feldkamp
was part of the terrorism task force
responding to leads from a makeshift
emergency crisis center in Norfolk,
Va. With the phones ringing off the
hook, the team tried to make sense of
the rumors pouring in over the next
year.
Their first priority was to stop another attack.
“Usually in the FBI, terrorism is
kind of a unique niche because we
investigate crimes. So you rob a bank,
then you’ve committed a violation.
We hunt you down, we prosecute
you,” Feldkamp, an adjunct professor of sociology, said. “What you try
to do with terrorism is you try to prevent terrorism.”
Ten years later, Feldkamp teaches a sociology of terrorism course at
GW, which tasks students with thinking like a bad guy.
When the two-time Congressional candidate and Navy reserve commander crafted a syllabus from a pile
of about 20 books in 2005, the Department of Homeland Security was just
three years old. Since then, his class
See PROFESSOR: Page 8

francis rivera | assistant photo editor

Sophomore soloist for the Troubadors a capella group Quinette Jefferies sings as
a crowd of freshmen enters University Yard on Sunday for the Sept. 11 vigil.

Campus comes together
to remember 9/11 victims
by lianna havel
Hatchet Reporter
As the sun faded on Foggy Bottom, members of the GW community illuminated University Yard
during the largest Sept. 11 candlelight vigil on campus since the attack's first anniversary.
More than 1,000 students, faculty and community members
commemorated the 10th anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attacks,
according to estimates from a University spokesperson.
The crowd stood in a calm silence, each person holding a candle at dusk while speakers reflected on the meaning of the attacks a
decade later.
Women’s studies professor
Bonnie Morris read from her personal Sept. 11 diary entry, describing the paralyzing fear she felt after learning of the attacks.
“My body feels a morbid surge
of hilarity, the first harbinger of
shock,” Morris read aloud from her
journal.
She was on her way to office
hours when everyone began fleeing the downtown area. Morris
took shelter in the basement, determined not to leave her students
behind, she said.
University President Steven
Knapp described the lasting impact of Sept. 11 on campus.
“GW lost nine alumni, and we

have never ceased to mourn them
in the 10 years that have since
elapsed,” Knapp said.
Students listened while Joe
Mancinik, a 31-year-old senior and
a member of the Navy Reserves,
took the stage.
“I, like most, was swept away
in the patriotic fervor of that day,”
Mancinik said. “I hope that people
honor those lost by living a full life.
And it is not necessary to serve in
the military to give back.”
The vigil concluded with a
faculty ensemble performance
that filled the yard with a chorus
of “God Bless America” as District security helicopters sputtered
above.
The scene returned to silence as
Student Association President John
Richardson listed the names of the
alumni who perished in the attacks.
The crowd passed their flames from
candle to candle, forming a chain of
light across the yard.
As a cappella groups lined H
street, the Class of 2015 arrived at
the vigil after a day of service activities honoring the anniversary
of the worst attack on U.S. soil
since Pearl Harbor.
Freshman Martin Quirk said
the ceremony made him realize the
greater context of Sept. 11 for him
and his classmates.
“The event helped keep the
power of what happened so that we
don’t ever forget,” Quirk said. u
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Burger Tap and Shake
to open in The Avenue
A new burger shop with late-night hours
will open next week with offerings of upscale
burgers and ice cream-based cocktails.
Jeff Tucks, a partner at Passion Food
Hospitality, the company that owns Burger,
Tap & Shake, said they are aiming for a Sept.
18 opening.
“We’re at a modern price point to stay
competitive,” he said. “Our main burger
is called the ‘six-buck chuck,’ which we’re
grinding fresh every day.”
The eatery will accept GWorld.
The menu includes seven burgers with
toppings including fresh mashed avocado,
house-made Texas chili, thick Tennessee
bacon and cheese varieties including buttermilk blue from Wisconsin and Maine.
Ground chicken burgers and house-made
falafel will also be offered.
The “tap” side of BTS serves up 20 different American beers, while also providing
bottled beer.
Burger, Tap & Shake will share a kitchen
with the upscale District Commons, which
will not open with the new burger bar. Staff
at District Commons will ring a cast-iron
farm bell each evening at about 10 p.m. to
announce “family meal time,” when diners
and restaurant staff will sit down for a group
meal at the end of the night. Unlike Burger,
Tap & Shake, District Commons does not
plan to accept GWorld.
The Avenue brought several new restaurants this fall, expanding food options close
to campus with the Whole Foods Market – a
grocery store that also offers prepared and
made-to-order foods. Roti Mediterranean
Grill, also in the plaza, serves up options like
hummus, pita, kabobs and falafel in several
plate- and sandwich-style options.
CIRCA, a modern bistro at The Avenue,
is open for brunch, lunch, dinner and drinks,
and also features a late-night menu.
For the health-conscious, Sweetgreen
creates salads using local and organic ingredients.
Devon & Blakely, a Manhattan-based
sandwich, salad and soup chain, can also be
found at 2200 Pennsylvania Avenue.

–Audrey Scagnelli
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Naveh Lav, 5 years old, joins tutors in the School of Engineering and Applied Science in a water balloon fight Friday in front of Tompkins Hall. Lav, a member of the
math and physics team - distinguished by their pink wigs - is the son of Adina Lav, the SEAS director of marketing, admissions and record management.
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Sept. 11 Candlelight Vigil

Freshman Day of Service

VIDEO

Students and faculty crowd Kogan Plaza
to remember the 10th anniversary of 9/11.

More than 2,000 students volunteered at
16 different sites across the District.

Medical students spent Friday
packing meals for Somalian refugees.

September
Monday
Emerging Africa

12

The chief economist at USAID will share his
thoughts on how 17 sub-Saharan African
countries have defied global expectations and are
progressing socially, politically and economically.
1957 E St. • 12:30 to 2 p.m.

Tuesday

Commitment to Community Day

13

Wednesday

14

Iranian Culture Kick-Off

Future of U.S. Military Relations

College Republican Ice Cream Social

Enjoy cupcakes, salad shirazi and
Iranian dance and music in Kogan
Plaza on behalf of the Iranian
Culture Society.
Kogan Plaza • 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Learn what senior fellow at the Center for
American Progress and previous assistant
Secretary of State, Lawrence J. Korb, predicts
will shape U.S. military relations in the future.
Marvin Center • 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.

The CRs are hosting Wacky Wednesday this
week. Stop by and learn about one of the
largest political groups on campus.
Post Hall on Mount Vernon Campus
• 9 to 11 p.m.
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City pays tribute
on anniversary
Mayor, congresswoman encourage
residents to recognize Sept. 11
by lianna havel
Hatchet Reporter
The grief Sept. 11
brought will continue to
resonate in the minds of
District residents, but people have maintained resilience despite the shadow
cast upon the country 10
years ago, D.C. Mayor
Vincent Gray and congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton, D-D.C., said at
Freedom Plaza.
“This is the anniversary
of a very tragic time in the
history of this nation, a very
tragic time in the history of
this city,” Gray said. “We
intend to recognize what
happened here 10 years ago
but we intend to go on with
our lives.”
As
50
individuals
marched across the plaza
holding each state's flag
to open the tribute, community organizations from
across the District gathered
at Pennsylvania Avenue between 13th and 14th streets
to focus on remembrance
through different activities.
One station called for
attendees to write letters
to servicemen and women,
while another videotaped
individuals who recounted
their 9/11 memories and

condolences for those whose
lives the attacks took.
Groups also hosted a
station to construct a “remembrance mural” that
will be placed at Ground
Zero in New York City.
Alumnus Billy Fettweis,
the director of volunteer services at Greater D.C. Cares,
said the event was a success
and captured the "spirit of
empathy and compassionate service that so many of
us felt after 9/11."
“I think that the tragedy
brought out a lot of good
in people," Fettweis said.
"They really wanted to give
back, they wanted to alleviate the suffering by doing
something good."
Norton also reflected on
the sentiment to give back
during the anniversary,
thanking city residents “for
all that you are doing in a
wonderful tradition of service on this 10-year anniversary of 9/11.”
The event also offered
activities for children, including different games,
mathematics puzzles and
dance classes.
For adults, organizers
held seminars on emergency preparedness, CPR lessons, sign-ups to become
emergency volunteers and

outreach programs.
“As you see around you
in Freedom Plaza, there are
people who are touched and
motivated,” Gray said. “We
have set the example for
the rest of the country and
the world to live together
in courage and hope."
The tone of the event
was one of solace, as visitors engaged in the activities
and reflected on the aftermath of the terrorist attacks
that brought down the Twin
Towers and slammed a plane
into the Pentagon, killing
nearly 3,000 Americans.

francis rivera | assistant photo editor

Freshman Patrick McCormic, left, wheels tools back from a clean-up site at the Anacostia Watershed
in Fort Dupont Park. Freshmen spent the day picking up trash and cleaning the area.

Freshmen volunteer on 9/11
GW community
engages District
by katherine Rodriguez and
emily cirillo
Hatchet Reporters
More than 2,300 freshmen,
upperclassmen and faculty
bused to sites across the D.C.
area Sunday to clean parks and
paint schools in commemoration of the 10th anniversary of
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
This year, the annual service event focused on the President's Interfaith Service and
Community Service Campus
Challenge, a national call for
unity among different religions
through volunteer work.
Amy Cohen, executive director of the Center for Civic
Engagement, said more than
240 colleges nationwide mobilized to "reflect on what religious tradition means to them
in a service-oriented context."
After this “first introduction” to service, Cohen said 70
percent of GW students volunteer or intern.
Participants visited different locations, including Ketcham Elementary School and
Ballou Senior High School in
Southeast D.C., as well as the
Anacostia Watershed at Fort

Dupont Park.
At Ballou Senior High
School, students painted murals, planted flower beds in
the greenhouse and cataloged
more than 1,000 library materials to fill the newly refurbished
learning resource center.
Rebecca Blank, acting secretary at the U.S. Department
of Commerce, said 9/11 gave
the event at Ballou "an edge."
“It is a wonderful time to
come together as a community, not just with GW students,
but with the rest of the country,” she said.
Ruth Jones, director of resource development at Ballou,
said the school honors parents
and families who lost their
lives in the attacks.
“Your service isn’t about
today, it’s a movement that
will continue tomorrow,”
Jones said.
Jones said the high school
was formerly known as a
“drop-out factory,” but the
school has improved by an
aggressive development campaign to revitalize the building and academics. “The
‘New Ballou’ has increased its
graduation rates, raised over a
billion dollars and is launching a campaign for alumni,”
Jones said.
Provost Steven Lerman
said the combined event of-

fered both practical value from
volunteer work and a sense of
symbolism.
Freshman Hailey Pulman,
who helped paint a mural, said,
"It was nice to have the whole
freshman class together.”
Alongside
University
President Steven Knapp and
Secretary of Transportation
Ray LaHood, students painted commemorative murals in
classrooms and hallways. A
group of students also pulled
weeds near the front and side
of the school, located on 15th
street in southeast D.C.
“The only way that communities like Washington,
D.C. and schools can be successful is through volunteerism," LaHood said. "GW volunteers show that they are
grateful to be in D.C."
Knapp said the enthusiasm of student volunteers was
inspiring.
“This shows that there is a
generation of students committed to service,” Knapp said.
Student site leader Marissa Tarulli hopes that the event
inspires freshmen to commit
to community service.
“Not each and every student will continue, but if one
or two are inspired into a career of public service then it’s
a huge impact,” the sophomore said. u

michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

Above: D.C. Mayor Vincent Gray
addresses a crowd of service
day participants in Freedom
Plaza Sunday afternoon.
Right: Graduate student D'juan
Thomas paints a section of a
mural at the tribute.

“I am really glad to
come out and see people
who still remember what
happened 10 years ago,”
Sean Beaudry, who attended the event, said. “I know
people, we all know people
who died on that day. This
is the least I can do.” u
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"We never should’ve gone, but it’s stayed with me. It’s been hard to realize it’s
been 10 years since then."
–Salim Makhlouf, a 2005 graduate, on walking to the Pentagon on Sept. 11.
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Staff Editorial

Ten years later

A decade of reflection
and renewal

by Devereaux Sterrette

The world never stopped turning.
But when the Twin Towers collapsed,
crumbling in an torrent of smoke, it felt
as if the world had shifted on its axis.
And the decade thereafter has been indelibly marked by the atrocity.
We will always remember where we
were at 8:46 a.m. on Sept. 11. The hours
that immediately followed the attack
are suspended in our memories. We
watched in disbelief from our homes
or schools as image after image flashed
before our eyes. Even as more information came out about the attack, we were
wrought with a sense of incomprehension.
Ten years later, we’re still puzzling
together what 9/11 means. And 10 years
later, we still don’t have closure.
But for us, that might never happen. We were old enough on 9/11 to
understand that the event was a national tragedy. We were young enough on
Sept. 11 to realize we were growing up
in a country that was sending our peers
abroad and was working to heal. But
mostly, we are generation that spent
the most formative decade of its life in
a post-9/11 world.
Life before 9/11 is the distant past
for us, but the aftermath has shaped the
society we grew up in.
The country embarked on two wars.
Airport security tightened globally. The
economy turned downward in the initial panic.

Even when 9/11 wasn't in the
forefront of our focus throughout
the decade, we were living in
an America that was changed
because of it.
But then, the world kept turning.
We visited D.C. with our classes in 8th
grade. We went to our first day of high
school.
Even when 9/11 wasn’t in the forefront of our minds throughout the decade, we were living in an America that
was changed because of it.
This might be one of the last times
the country focuses so singularly on
that day of terror, but that doesn’t mean
we can ever clean our memories of this
atrocity. We might not pause as often to
reflect, but elements of our life at GW
and beyond can never entirely expel
the specter of the event.
Ten years ago, GW was adjacent to
the attack on the Pentagon. As students
attempted to grasp the gravity of the
day, smoke billowed up from across the
Potomac Bridge. We no longer live in
that same culture of fear, and it speaks
to the resilience of the community that
the University continued to thrive and
grow after an attack so close to us.
Even this weekend, there was a
reported credible threat of attack on
D.C., but the community has remained
united and resilient in the face of a fear
that could have been responded to with
overwhelming alarm.
In D.C., the gravity of the attacks
so many years ago felt prominent even
Sunday. And among the community,
events surrounding 9/11 are the ones
that unite us unequivocally. From the
fact that we all can share a memory
from that fateful day 10 years ago to
last spring’s news that Osama Bin
Laden had been killed, we have come
together around this incident, and will
move forward from it together, too.
We remember. We won’t ever forget.
The world keeps turning.

Have an
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The path
to healing
I understand the need for our
country to look at Sept. 11 as not only
an anniversary, but also as a time to
heal and move forward.
It seemed that a few months ago,
people started saying the 10th anniversary of the attacks would be the anniversary that would end the decade
of pain. Are we now in the stage that
simply involves Americans gathering
on the 25th, 50th and 75th anniversaries of that day? I didn’t know we were
ready to put the moment that changed
everything into the history books and
move on.
In fact, I’m scared that we are
moving on too soon.

Ten years later, but never forgotten.

I

Consider today's Colonials

lived in Thurston my
freshman year so needless
to say, I’m used to noisy
While we wish the future Class of 2020 the
places.
In fact, whether it’s a Presbest of luck on finals and great residence
idential motorcade rolling
down Pennsylvania Avenue
halls, we are rightfully concerned with what's
or an ambulance en route to
GW Hospital, campus can
happening now.
sometimes be a pretty loud
place.
But students are growing
increasingly frustrated with a
Later, meaning 8 a.m. – veniences are paying a record
new source of noise on cam- only one hour later than the amount to do so.
pus: construction.
earliest permitted construcIn short, as the University
Students living near the tion time in the District.
continues its rapid – but excitconstruction
are
But ask any- ing – transformation, concerns
jolted awake early
one who lives in like these will certainly arise.
in the morning by
JBKO, Fulbright And all we are asking is that
jackhammers and
or Munson, and the University better address
bulldozers,
and
you’ll soon learn them.
they can’t escape
that work that is
The University should
persistent
con“not
especially cease construction during
struction sounds
noisy,” as Sher- reading days and finals week,
for about 12 hours
rard
character- freeze housing rates – rather
a day. This conized the con- than increase them – in afstruction
creates
struction, is still fected buildings during conKeith Osentoski
dust and inconvepretty loud. This struction years and do more
niences that hinder
traditional time to adjust the time frame of the
Columnist
both living and
frame may work work itself.
learning on camin other parts of
At the end of the day,
pus.
the city, but on a many students are very exThe Science and Engineer- college campus, 8 a.m. is sim- cited about the new buildings
ing Hall construction, for ex- ply too early.
coming to campus, primarily
ample, is but feet away from
Sherrard said the Uni- because we know the finished
Gelman Library and Phillips versity is beginning to dis- product will be great. The
and Rome halls. It also touch- cuss with contractors how to building we go to now to enes three residence halls.
restrict the most disruptive joy Whole Foods, Roti, Circa
This puts the University noise during finals week. But and The Avenue Apartments
in a difficult – and somewhat is any construction noise re- was but a giant hole when I
awkward – position of bal- ally acceptable while students first came to GW two years
ancing current students' pain are studying for finals?
ago.
with the gain future students
The answer, of course, is
While we wish the future
will enjoy. The University has no.
Class of 2020 the best of luck
taken steps to mitigate the
And all of this falls on on finals and great residence
concern by offering earplugs the cusp of continuingly ris- halls, we are rightfully conto students and by waiting ing housing rates. Despite the cerned with what’s happenuntil later in the morning to housing being excruciatingly ing now.
begin construction, Univer- inconvenient, costs still rose
–The writer, a junior majoring in
sity spokeswoman Michelle 3 percent last year. Those havpolitical communication,
Sherrard said.
ing to deal with these inconis a Hatchet columnist.

Letters to the editor

The end of the Collegiate Readership Program
Every morning since
freshman year, I would wake
up, go downstairs and grab
three newspapers: The New
York Times, USA Today and
The Washington Post.
I would read each newspaper throughout the day,
over coffee in the morning
or in between classes during lunch. The Collegiate
Readership Program at GW
played a vital role in my
years spent there – so much
so that I even donated my
class gift to it. (Alumni Association, I would like my
$10 back.)
During my sophomore
year, I clipped articles from
those newspapers after every Phillies World Series victory. I found out about a free
lecture with Conan O’Brien
at the newly reopened
Ford’s Theatre because I
read the weekend section of
The Washington Post. I collected the newspapers from
the day Barack Obama was

elected and the day of his inauguration.
Despite the fact that I
now work for a newspaper ’s
website, I know from my
times at GW that reading a
paper in print is a different,
more valuable experience
than reading online.
I am disappointed that
the
Collegiate
Readership Program is gone, even
though I can’t take advantage of it anymore as a recent
graduate. It’s sad that current students won’t be able
to get news print on their
fingers, unless of course,
they’re reading this letter to
the editor in The Hatchet.
Jayne Orenstein
–The writer graduated
from the Columbian College of
Arts and Sciences in 2011.
As reported in “Daily paper delivery falls to budget
cuts,” (Sept. 8, page 1) cop-
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ies of The New York Times,
The Washington Post and
USA Today will no longer be
available in residence halls.
But despite the Collegiate Readership Program’s
end, you have many ways to
still read those newspapers
every day.
Aside from being able to
access news articles through
LexisNexis, hard copies of
The New York Times and
The Washington Post are
available in the library. You
can still see The Washington
Post and USA Today online
in its paper format on the
Press Display database in
Aladin. The Wall Street Journal, which wasn’t offered
by the program, is similarly
available both in print and
online.
David Ettinger, Ph.D.
–The writer is an
International Affairs and
Political Science Librarian at
Gelman Library.

Lyndsey Wajert
Senior Columnist
Confusion is preventing me from
fully doing so. Ten years later, after
taking classes on terrorism and reading books about Sept. 11's impact,
I’m still not sure how much that day
changed us and why it did.
I see this confusion reflected in the
way people on campus still talk about
that morning. Current students who
were 8, 10, 11 or 12-years old in 2001 are
now so much older, but we will never
forget so many details of where we
were, what we were doing and how we
felt. According to a Pew Research Survey conducted in August, 97 percent of
Americans remember where they were
when they learned of the news that a
plane hit the first tower.
But there seems to be this need for
us, as college students, to share our
stories even now. And when members
of our generation start to talk about
where each of us was that day, there is
this somewhat suppressed, but noticeable need for people to tell their story
in a way that shows just how much
they were affected. “Well, I live in New
Jersey, and my classmates had parents
who worked in New York,” you will
hear people say, or, “My aunt worked
in D.C. and we couldn’t get in touch
with her until days later.”
To this day, it still takes me a while
to admit that I cried during the schoolwide mass held by my Catholic school.
I lived in a suburb of Philadelphia, and
I had no relatives who worked in New
York or D.C. I was scared because my
dad was flying back from France that
day, and I couldn’t get the images of
planes being used as missiles out of
my 11-year-old mind.
I believe the way we tell our stories is symptomatic of our desire to
rationalize the fear we felt that day. It's
as though having more of a connection to the events would make us feel
better about crying or being taken out
of school.
But the confusion remains. Even
with all of the specials and reporting
and speeches on the evils of those
who attacked us, I will never truly
understand why it happened. I will
never understand how so many innocent people could have disappeared
from this earth in almost an instant. I
will never understand why I still get
chills reading accounts of the children
whose parents never came home from
work that day.
Of course, I don’t stop what I am
doing every few minutes to remember. But there is some truth to the idea
that we will never forget. Stepping
onto a plane, standing at the top of a
skyscraper, seeing a fire truck roar out
of a station – these can be reminders.
A decade later, we have moved
past the fear, both as a nation and as
students. We get on planes. We go to
school in Washington, D.C., a city that
was its own ground zero on Sept. 11.
We stayed here this weekend even in
the face of a credible but unconfirmed
threat of additional attacks.
We moved past the fear because of
the firefighters, police officers, medical responders, passengers and victims who did just that 10 years ago.
The confusion still lingers, and I know
that, because it does, those who lived
through that day will remember each
and every anniversary in their own
way. We shouldn’t look at the 10th anniversary as the time to move on, but
as another year in our journey of moving forward.
–The writer, a senior majoring in
journalism, is The
Hatchet's senior columnist.
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Nursing school gains senator
Faculty Senate
spars over ratios
for representation
by gabriel muller
Hatchet Staff Writer
The School of Nursing
will gain a senator in the
Faculty Senate, the body decided Friday, after a charged
meeting in which members
clashed over a proposal that
would allow each of the
University’s 10 schools to
be proportionately represented.
The addition of a nursing school senator was approved after the defeat of
a second proposal, introduced by economics professor Donald Parsons, which
called for a complete reevaluation of how the University’s schools are represented
within the advocacy group.
Parsons’ proposal would
have added three new senators to represent the Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences and one new
senator for the GW School
of Business, evening out the
ratio between tenure-track
faculty and senate composition. One senator from the
Graduate School of Education and Human Development – which Parsons believes is overrepresented
in the senate because of its
relatively small full-time
faculty – would be removed

and tacked on to the School
of Nursing.
“It just makes our position even more intolerable
and increases our underrepresentation significantly,”
Anthony Yezer, an economics professor in the Columbian College and supporter
of Parsons’ proposal, said.
The Columbian College,
which accounts for nearly
40 percent of the University’s tenure-accruing faculty,
constitutes only about 30
percent of the senate body,
Parsons argued.
The Faculty Senate,
which holds authority over
matters pertaining to academics, relies on members
to relay the interests of faculty across the University.
The School of Nursing,
established in May 2010,
will receive its own senator despite having only 13
tenured and tenure-track
professors on its faculty –
the second smallest tenuretrack population of any
school after the College of
Professional Studies.
"If you’ve got a new
school, they need at least
one representative on the
senate,” finance professor
Theodore Barnhill said at
the meeting.
The move to bring about
proportional
representation in the Senate was first
introduced by Parsons two
years ago after the Faculty
Senate passed a resolution
granting the Elliott School
of International Affairs additional senators within the

body.
Parsons’ efforts were
curbed after the senate concluded that equal distribution was more effective
since the body can only recommend – and not actually
create – policy like a congress would.

"If you've got a
new school, they
need at least one
representative on the
senate."
Theodore barnhill
Professor
GW School of Business

“As a body that recommends, we basically have
influence because we are
well-distributed
faculty,”
Charles Garris, who voted
against Parsons’ proposal,
said. “When we arrive at
a consensus, the administration has traditionally
respected our opinions because we have a broad base
of consensus.”
Parsons and Yezer were
the only senators who voted
for the reintroduced proposal Friday.
“I was a little disappointed that nobody spoke
up,” Parsons said. “The senate is quite comfortable having CCAS not represented
according to its weight.” u

Demolition near complete
Excavation for
SEC to begin
within weeks
by priya anand
Metro News Editor

Contractors will break
ground for the Science and
Engineering Complex in
about a month, after starting demolition work at the
site in late May.
The excavation process
is projected to begin when
the University Parking Garage is fully demolished in
four to six weeks, Senior
Associate Vice President for
Operations Alicia O’Neil
Knight said. The University
Parking Garage and Building K were shuttered this
summer to make way for
the $275 million building.
Administrators
have
long touted the upcoming
facility at 22nd and H streets
as one that will transform
GW into a top-tier research
institution by centralizing
the science and engineering departments under one
roof. GW’s highest governing body, the Board of Trustees, approved the project in
Oct. 2010.
Classrooms, lab spaces
and breakout rooms will
occupy 400,000 square feet
across eight above-ground
floors, along with two
below-ground floors. The
ground floor will include
3,000 square feet for retail
venues.
The Science and Engineering Complex's addition of physical space for
research will replace “some
pretty dismal laboratories”
in Corcoran and Tompkins
halls, University President
Steven Knapp said Friday.
“We have to play catch-

Drew Skrainka | Hatchet Photographer

Students living near the University Parking Garage at the corner of
22nd and H streets have watched the garage undergo demolition.

up in some areas where we
have not been as strong,”
Knapp said, comparing
GW’s sciences to fields
the University is more acclaimed for, such as international affairs and political
science.
A four-level belowground parking garage at
the SEC will house 328 parking spaces to offset spaces
lost by the torn-down University Parking Garage.
The D.C. Zoning Commission granted the University an official go-ahead
on the project by issuing an

order of approval July 26.
“The Commission finds
that the character, scale,
mix of uses and design of
the Project are appropriate,
and finds that the site plan
is consistent with the intent
and purposes...to encourage high quality developments that provide public
benefits,” the commissioners wrote in the 26-page approval report.
Officials have projected
SEC construction will complete in late 2014 and the
building will open for use
in the spring of 2015. u

Law center, garage to break ground
by priya anand
Metro News Editor

Construction
workers
are ready to begin building
the Law Learning Center
and garage, a top administrator said Friday.
Demolition for the project is complete and excavation will start “any day
now,” Senior Associate Vice
President for Operations
Alicia O’Neil Knight said.
The building will add 20,000
square feet of academic
space to the GW Law School,
as well as about 450 underground parking spots.
Located on G street behind Potomac House and
next to Tonic Restaurant, the
$31 million to $37 million
project will be completed in
phases – the academic area
will open over the summer
and vehicles can begin parking in the garage next fall.
About 58 parking spaces
will sit on the surface level
in addition to 392 spots below ground, replacing spaces lost after the demolition
of the University Parking
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The Law Learning Center will include gardens, a canopy and metal
panes. The University hopes the center will be a new green space.

Garage, torn down to make
way for the Science and
Engineering Complex. The
District requires the University to maintain an adequate
number of on-campus parking spots.
Built to grant the law
school more flexibility in
determining class offerings,
the building will feature a
green roof, skylights and a
storm water-runoff site. It
will also include parking

spots with charging stations
for electric cars.
The structure, with glass
walls bookended by metal
panes, features a large canopy over the entryway, according to design plans.
The D.C. Zoning Commission, which must approve city development
sites before buildings can be
erected, issued a final order
of approval for the project
April 25. u

Faculty diversity by school from 2010-2011
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Faculty diversity jumps
by rachel getzenberg
Hatchet Staff Writer
The number of minority faculty employed by the
University increased by 3
percent in 2010, with several schools lagging behind
the trend, data from the Office of Diversity and Inclusion shows.
The
University
employed 279 minority faculty
members, representing 22.4
percent of full-time faculty,
during the 2010-2011 academic year. Nineteen percent
of full-time professors were
minorities the year before.
“We are pleased that
one of the ways we are
strengthening our faculty
is by becoming a more diverse faculty,” Terri Reed,
vice provost for diversity,
said.
The overall boost reflects the University’s initiative to increase diversity
on campus, including the
formation of the Council

on Diversity and Inclusion,
and the appointment of
Reed to the new vice provost position last spring.
Seventeen percent of
full-time professors nationwide were minorities in
2009, according to the most
recent data published by
the American Council on
Education.
“As a core institutional
value, we hold the belief
that advanced research,
scholarship and teaching are
strongest when informed by
the diversity of viewpoints,
backgrounds and experiences,” Reed said.
The
most
diverse
school, with 36.3 percent
minority faculty, was the
School
of
Engineering
and Applied Science. The
School of Business and the
School of Medicine and
Health Services employed
27.6 and 27.8 percent minority full-time professors,
respectively.
But other University

schools lagged behind the
trend, losing ground in the
quest to increase diversity.
The School of Nursing
and the College of Professional Studies had the lowest percentages of faculty
diversity, with minorities
representing 7.1 and 7.7
percent respectively.
Minorities account for
just 11.5 percent of the total
full-time faculty in the Elliott School of International
Affairs – a figure that hasn’t
changed since 2009.
The University’s largest school – the Columbian
College of Arts and Sciences – employed 80 full-time
minority faculty members,
a dip from 87 in 2009.
Minority faculty was
59.2 percent Asian, 21.9
percent black and 17.7 percent Hispanic in fall 2009,
according to the Office of
Institutional Research and
Planning. A breakdown is
not currently available for
fall 2010. u
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Events off the Foggy Bottom Campus
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Blake mycoskie, Founder of toms
Sixth & I Synagogue
6 and 7 p.m. Wednesday
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District culture

Arts on Foot attracts unique
crafts, vendors and food
by melissa turley
Features Editor
Arts on Foot got people walking.
The three-by-two block radius at the center of Penn
Quarter was filled with artists, vendors, restaurateurs and
D.C. residents looking to enjoy the first sunny day the District has offered all week.
People meandered through various food and craft vendors selling everything from handmade jewelry made from
discarded nuts and bolts, stones and metals to sampling
tents from local restaurants.
Sponsored by The Examiner and Wines of Argentina,
festival-goers were entertained by musical acts, cooking
demonstrations, wine tasting and participatory art.
Twenty-six local D.C. restaurants offered inexpensive
samplings of their best dishes, including guacamole from
Rosa Mexicana, empanadas from La Tasca, sushi from OYA
and lobster rolls from newcomer Luke’s Lobster.
As an expanding addition this year, seven locally based
food trucks drove up to partake in Sunday’s ongoing festivities.
Event staffer Elissa Staley, employed by The Downtown
Business Improvement District, began working in May to
organize all of the restaurants appearing at the event.
“It’s been a great weekend so far,” Staley said. “We’re
showcasing a lot of the best restaurants in D.C.”
Erika Rubel, a local artist and vendor creates functional
art for the home. Salvaging materials like old coffee cans
and photos, she assembles them on wooden drawers or
bins to hang on the wall, hold keys or provide a safe place
for treasures and trinkets.
Quitting her desk job in retail five years ago, Rubel capriciously decided to travel the East Coast and sell her recycled art at festivals and fairs, her local weekly gig being
at Eastern Market on Capitol Hill.
“This is my third year,“ Rubel said. “Attendance is
down, but its hard to say whether it's 9/11 or other things
going on.”

michelle rattinger | Senior Photo Editor

Zachary Sasim, an artist originally from Bulgaria, displays his paintings at this weekend's Art on Foot festival. His paintings feature
Capital institutions transposed in Post-Impressionist styles, including his own take on a D.C. "Starry Night."

Although Rubel travels the festival circuit alone, her
neighboring vendors are often familiar faces.
“I wasn’t happy at the desk job I was at, and people
were always appreciating my design work,” said Rubel.
"As you do the same shows every year, people tend to keep
the good shows on their roster, so you see people that you
know."
Howard Stelzer, a jewelry maker and vendor at this
past weekend’s arts fest, began making jewelry when he
retired seven years ago.
“I started doing it after I retired from gainful employment,” said Stelzer. “My wife wanted to keep me busy.”
Stelzer does fewer than 10 shows a year, the Arts on
Foot festival being the only one he is willing to cross the

river for from his home in Annandale, Va.
Stelzer described the arduous process he goes through
to create his works in silver, soldering semi-precious metals and stones together, a process that takes hours to complete.
“They’re all my favorite,” said Stelzer. “But some you
get a greater satisfaction from.”
Stelzer finds stones he likes, searching for unique color
and texture, and uses wire to intricately meld rings, bracelets and necklaces.
An opportunity to enjoy the sunny weather outweighed
apprehensions about venturing outdoors the weekend before the 9/11 anniversary, creating an opportunity to enjoy
food, music and art with the local Capital community. u

michelle rattinger | Senior Photo Editor

Left: Sheron Davis, an artist working with stained glass and acrylics greets, attendees from her tent. Middle: The New Century American Irish Arts Company dances a traditional Irish figure dance. Right: Angus rib eye from Dickson.

Blogging from Brazil
Graduate documenting corruption in Rio de Janeiro
by JEN WOLFE
Hatchet Reporter
Andrew Fishman is taking on corruption in
Rio de Janiero, fighting back with Brazilians’
own words.
The alumnus created Rio Radar to spark
conversation about public security in the South
American capital. Fishman aggregates stories
told in Portuguese and translates the interviews
into English, aiming to be bias-free by seeking
individuals with opposing viewpoints.
Fishman, a 2010 graduate, funded his project by winning the Shapiro Traveling Fellowship from GW in May 2010.
The original plan was to write and publish
a research paper about crime and corruption
plaguing Rio de Janiero.
After arriving in Brazil, Fishman learned
there were other groups of researchers covering
the same topic and they were reporting with
much larger monetary funds and staff. Fishman
quickly adjusted, realizing his one-man band
couldn’t compete with well-funded research
groups.
The website serves to cover the entire spectrum of opinions and commentary on security
issues and changes in Rio de Janeiro. The site
focuses largely on the Police Pacification Units
who are entering the historically crime-ridden

''

It's for people who have an
interest in Rio and in their
security policy and the things
leading up to the games.

''

andrew fishman
Recipient
Shapiro Fellowship

streets and favelas to clean up the neighborhoods in anticipation of the 2014 FIFA World
Cup and 2016 summer Olympic games.
“My target audience is foreigners, although most of my turn out I think comes
from Brazil. It’s for people who have an interest in Rio and in their security policy and the
things leading up to the games. The idea is to
kind of get a ground level view and let them

Photo Courtesy of morgan pierson and Salim Makhlouf

Smokes curls out of the the Pentagon after American Airlines Flight 77 crashed into the building Sept. 11.

Photo Courtesy of Andrew Fishman

Andrew Fishman
kind of enter into the conversation that is happening,” Fishman said.
Long before starting his website, the innovative alumnus was just another student looking for the perfect abroad experience.
“I got this grant through the Department of
Education. They gave me $4,000 to study in Florianopolis, Brazil,” Fishman said. “While I was
there I decided I wanted to find a way to come
back.”
When Fishman returned to GW he began
what would be a two month long process to
complete the application for the Shapiro Fellowship, meeting with over a dozen individuals including Fulbright scholars, professors and
experts in order to finely craft the perfect application.
“You work on a proposal for some kind of
research project that you want to conduct internationally, or you can do it in the United States
and you have to basically show that you know
what you’re talking about, that you have some
background in the field,” Fishman said.
Fishman was full of past international experience. He previously interned at the Institute
of Brazilian Issues and wrote his senior thesis
on security policy in the U.S. and Columbia.
Fishman plans on trying to continue blogging when he returns to the U.S. next week and
hopes to become involved in the more policy
driven aspects of reform.
He does admit the comforts of home will be
a nice change from his Brazilian way of life.
“It’s going to be lame, but I’m looking forward to pizza and pho noodles and Chinese
food,” Fishman said. u

Alumni remember
Pentagon attacks
from p. 1
“But we were there to help, we offered help,
and we were willing.”
Although they were willing, Makhlouf
and Pierson did not carry any bodies – Pierson said emergency officials eventually
abandoned the idea of enlisting civilian help
– but their journey from the Mount Vernon
Campus to Arlington, Va. gave them a peek
into the chaos the infamous attack caused
across the city.
“Thinking back on it, it doesn’t
make sense from a safety standpoint.
Something drove us to go there,”
Makhlouf, a 28-year-old filmmaker in
Canton, Mass., said. “There was a curiosity about what was going on, and
we wanted to be witnesses. We never
should’ve gone, but it’s stayed with
me. It’s been hard to realize it’s been 10
years since then.”
After phone calls from friends and family woke them up, Makhlouf and Pierson
took the Vern Express to Foggy Bottom,
where rumors swirled about the attacks.
Was there a car bomb at the State Department? Did a plane crash into the National
Mall? Was the White House next?
“There was a general sense that the
northwest part of the city was under attack,” Pierson said. “Kids were going
into the basement of Thurston. People
were going inside. There was a general

panic going on.”
Makhlouf and Pierson zigzagged past
the State Department and the White House,
down Constitution Avenue, past the Lincoln Memorial, along Constitution Avenue
again, over the Potomac Bridge and across
Arlington National Cemetery. Streets were
gridlocked, “like out of an end-of-the-world
movie,” Pierson said.
Ten years later, Makhlouf and Pierson,
like many freshman-year roommates, rarely
talk. But the anniversary of their journey to
the Pentagon links them together.
The two also remember the days in different fashions. For Makhlouf, who left GW
after his sophomore year, it represented a
challenge to his identity as a first-generation
Lebanese-American.
“It made me a little more conscious of
my name and my background in a way,”
Makhlouf said. “When I left GW, and I went
by Sal instead of Salim to divert any questions, there was a reevaluation of my identity as an American.”
He resumed referring to himself as
Salim one year later.
For Pierson, who maintained a diary
of the day’s events and keeps photographs
from the Pentagon lawn in storage, the anniversary is an opportunity for reflection.
“I thought about flying into D.C. to see
the Pentagon Memorial. I haven’t been by
the Pentagon in 10 years," Pierson said. "I do
want to go back there.” u
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Convocation speakers encourage service, tolerance
by emily cirillo
Hatchet Reporter
Founder and President
of Interfaith Youth Core
Eboo Patel urged freshmen
to incorporate service into
their GW experience at the
combined Freshman Convocation and Freshman Day
of Service opening ceremony Sunday.
Patel, one of President
Barack Obama's advisers on
faith, implored the nearly
2,300 students in attendance to embody the values
of service for which George
Washington himself was
known.
“There are very few individuals in history that
both led a successful revolution and laid the foundation for a nation. You’re at a
university named after one
of them,” Patel said.
He pointed to Washington’s commitment to religious tolerance – a value
that the country must continue to embrace 250 years
later, he said.
At the time the coun-

"We want to encourage a strong sense of
giving back to the community."
STEVEN LERMAN
University Provost

try was founded, Patel described a world “where
people would have identities respected, freedoms
protected, safety secured,
courage to cultivate good
relationships with different
backgrounds no matter the
tensions and conflicts that
may have existed.”
The Rhodes scholar said
the values of religious and
cultural tolerance are continually evolving, pointing
to the progress made by
Rev. Martin Luther King,
Jr. to bridge differences of
various communities.
He said regardless of
one's upbringing, it is possible for different cultures
to live together, “No matter what you see when you
look outside your window,
brown grass or green grass,

picket fence or barbed
wire,” he said, quoting a
Lupe Fiasco song.
University
President
Steven Knapp echoed Patel's themes of tolerance and
diversity in his remarks.
Knapp said students
should learn from the University community's diverse faiths and cultures
during their time at GW.
He emphasized that service
helps students create ties
with one another despite
their differences.
Provost Steven Lerman
also focused on the importance of students being “engaged as active members of
society."
“We want to encourage a
strong sense of giving back
to the community,” Lerman
said.

FRANCIS RIVERA | ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

The Class of 2015 cheered as University President Steven Knapp and Provost Steven Lerman officially
welcomed them to the University and kicked off the third-annual Freshman Day of Service.

Lerman said students
would be able to “create
something positive out of

something tragic" during
the day of service, which
fell on the 10th anniversary

of Sept. 11.
“We can only mourn so
long,” Lerman said. u

SECURITY

supposed to do.”
The trying day that transformed national security is also
one that spurred administrators
to implement sweeping changes to GW’s crisis management
plan – by creating one.
By December 2001, Trachtenberg hired a former Navy
captain to examine the University from top to bottom. Assistant Vice President for Public
Safety and Emergency Management John Petrie was tasked
with creating GW’s first disaster preparation, response and
recovery plan from scratch.
“We prepared people differently, and we implemented a
variety of technical and personal changes,” Trachtenberg said.
“Documents were developed
to try and anticipate the worst
so that people didn’t have to
improvise.”
A decade later, University
officials said GW is far better
equipped to deal with a catastrophe, with its Campus Advisories website, comprehensive
incident manuals and the Alert

D.C. text messaging service
the University signed up for
in 2006 to spread information
during emergencies.
Over 14,000 individuals are
currently signed up for GWrelated Alert D.C. notifications,
Senior Associate Vice President
for Safety and Security Darrell
Darnell said. That number was
just 7,000 in April 2008.
Nationwide,
security
groups began looping one another in to coordinate efforts
and share intelligence, Darnell
and UPD Chief Kevin Hay
said. Hay, who stepped into his
role last year after 26 years as a
Park Police officer, said Sept. 11
was a defining moment in his
career.
“As time goes by, its easy to
forget the intensity of 9/11/01.
For many in this country, it was
just something that happened
on CNN,” Hay said. “In my
view, the work started on 9/11
will never really be ‘over,’ as a
country, we continue to evolve
and improve our ability to protect each other.” u

governmental institutions that
exist today,” he said. “Without
a firm understanding of the
history, it’s impossible to understand the reasons that such
policies and institutions exist.”
Kaniewski, who was serving as a homeland security fellow to a member of Congress
on 9/11, remembers walking
toward the Capitol dome amid
an eerie silence to deliver a previously- scheduled press conference on military readiness.
“Being in the press gallery
felt like we were on the moon,”
Kaniewski recalled in a speech
to the GW community on the
seventh anniversary of the attacks. Outside the soundproof,
windowless room, the Pentagon was on fire.
Watching the events unfold
on television wasn’t enough
for political communication
professor Sean Aday.
From his office in the Media and Public Affairs building, Aday dashed to the White
House after hearing a rumor
that the structure was on fire.
His next stop was the National
Mall, where he too could see
smoke rising from the Pentagon.
The next time he held his
introductory course on media
in a free society, “teaching was
a little odd,” Aday, who joined
the University just one year before 9/11, said.
In the immediate aftermath, he restructured his class
to include an extended section

on journalism and wartime – a
change that persists to this day.
“Before Sept. 11, I had come
out of an American politics tradition in political communication research,” Aday said. “But
then very quickly in 2002, 2003,
my entire line of work started
shifting toward media and foreign policy and war.”
Aday conducted several
studies on media coverage of
the wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq and on public opinion toward media and government
post-9/11. He also created a
class focused solely on media
and war in 2007.
As his interest in media
and international affairs intensified, Aday took his studies
out of the classroom and made
several trips to war zones in
Afghanistan and Iraq for media and government capacity
training projects.
“Professionally, it was a really exciting time,” he said. “At
the same time, it was of course
a double-edged sword. It was
very depressing. The type of
work you’re doing, you know,
traveling to war zones, is hard
on your family, it’s hard on
you.”
Now as director of GW’s
Institute for Public Diplomacy
and Global Communication,
Aday explore the legacy of
9/11 under an academic lens.
“It just seemed like we
have work to do and I like to
think that it was good work,”
he said. u

from p. 1
the original room.
Trachtenberg said it took
him several hours to return to
campus, as a cluttering of national guards and an exodus
out of the city created gridlock,
clogging streets with traffic.
Once he arrived, he stayed put,
only leaving Foggy Bottom to
shower.
GW Hospital treated 12
patients who suffered injuries
at the Pentagon by the afternoon of Sept. 12. Hospital leaders – as well as the rest of GW’s
employees – concentrated on
maintaining the University’s
operations and services, Senior
Vice President for Student and
Academic Support Services
Robert Chernak said.
“It was really a focus on
what we could control in trying to maintain some normalcy
here,” Chernak said. “Everyone just did what it is they were

PROFESSORS
from p. 1
has evolved, as the field of terrorism studies expands.
“Everybody will always
ask, are we safer? And that’s
the question,” Feldkamp said.
“I don’t know if we’re safer,
but I think people are more
aware.”
Theory likewise became
practice for alumnus Daniel
Kaniewski when he entered
the White House as special
assistant to the president for
homeland security in 2007.
Now the assistant vice
president for Homeland Security and the deputy director of
the Homeland Security Policy
Institute at GW, Kaniewski
developed an interest in the
intersection of counterterrorism and first responder policy
while studying the psychology
of terrorism and working as a
member of EMeRG as an undergraduate.
During his time at the
Homeland Security Policy Institute, Kaniewski said he has
been able to more deeply analyze the underlying issues that
drive homeland security policy
through regular meetings with
senior government officials.
“For students, learning
about 9/11 is imperative, because it is the history of the
attacks that underpins the
homeland security policies and
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IN Brief
Men's water polo swept in
Princeton Invitational
Just a week after posting their
best start in five seasons, the Colonials were swept in the Princeton Invitational, falling to Harvard, MIT, St. Francis and Brown.
The four losses put GW at 3-5 for
the season after two weekends
of play.
GW posted a slow start
against Harvard Saturday, and
found itself down 9-3 midway
through the third period. Determined not to go down without
a fight, the Colonials rallied to
knot the score at 11, outscoring
the Crimson 7-1 in just over eight
minutes before Harvard responded to pull ahead by a single goal.
Sophomore Nate Little rocketed
a shot past Harvard's goaltender
with just 49 seconds to go, sending the match to overtime. The
two teams traded goals at the
beginning of the extra period,
but Harvard added its final goal
with one minute and 36 seconds
remaining, and GW failed to capitalize on a man-up opportunity,
ultimately falling 13-12.
The Colonials returned to the
pool to face MIT later that day,
and found themselves with another slow start to play, entering halftime down 3-0. Though
GW added two goals after the
break, MIT shut the Colonials
out over the final eight minutes,
adding four goals of their own to
deal GW a 7-2 loss. Sophomore
Daniel Tyner and junior Guy Helman scored GW's only goals,
supported by junior goalkeeper
Cameron Illes' eight saves and
a penalty block, but their efforts weren't enough for GW to
emerge victorious.
Sunday, GW faced two Collegiate Water Polo Association
rivals, opening play against
defending CWPA champion St.
Francis, a program ranked 19th
nationally. The Colonials faced
a 10-4 deficit at halftime after
allowing four fast-break goals
and two extra-man strikes during the second quarter. Paced by
hat tricks from Little and Tyner,
the Colonials pulled within three
goals with five minutes and 13
seconds remaining, but St. Francis quickly added four goals to ultimately hand GW a 17-12 defeat.
Illes made eight saves during
the game, and Tyner added two
assists and five ejections drawn
along with his three goals.
The Colonials struggled from
the start for the fourth game in a
row when they faced off against
Brown later that day, trailing 5-0
after a quarter. Again, GW battled
back, aided by a hat trick from
Little. The Colonials pulled within
a goal entering the fourth quarter, but Brown scored the next
goal to pull ahead from GW for an
eventual 8-6 victory. Illes stopped
11 shots over the course of the
game, and Tyner, Deasey and
freshman Brian Mojica added a
goal apiece in the loss.
GW will continue its season
at the CWPA North/South Invitational next weekend, kicking off
play against Washington & Jefferson Sept. 17 at 3 p.m., and then
squaring off against Connecticut
College at 10:20 a.m. and Brown
at 2:45 p.m Sept. 18.

Last word
"Both teams were tired
from playing Friday, but
we just had more in us
then they had in them."
–George Lidster, men's soccer
head coach, on his team's 1-0 victory
over USC Upstate Sunday, the first win
of the season for the Colonials.

35

Elizabeth Traynor
Sports Editor
etraynor@gwhatchet.com

H

The number of saves posted by men's
water polo junior goalkeeper Cameron
Illes over GW's four weekend losses.

volleyball VCU Invitational Champions

GW extends opening win streak to nine

file photo

Junior Katie Crosby drops to her knees to bump the ball back up to teammates, a pattern of play she continued this weekend
when she posted 125 assists, 12 digs and five block assists, earning her recognition on the All-Tournament team.

by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor
When GW walked off the court
after its third set against VCU, it was
walking away from the first set loss
for the Colonials since Aug. 27.
The Rams hit .265 en route to
a 25-20 set victory, and head coach
Amanda Ault knew her team was
struggling through a tough battle
on the court. But she was also concerned that GW was fighting a mental battle, too, and she gathered her
players around the bench, determined to settle them down in time
to re-open play in the fourth.
“We talked about settling down
and playing our game. We felt like
we were rushed and really tight,”
Ault said. “It almost felt like we had
to make things perfect.”
The bench conversation worked
– the Colonials posted a strong fourth
set to defeat the Rams, sweeping the
VCU/Third Degree Sportswear In-

vitational championship. The tournament win marked the 9th straight
victory for GW, which has yet to
drop a match this season.
The Colonials opened play
against North Carolina A&T, winning decisively in straight sets. GW
was dominant from the beginning
of play, jumping out to a quick 12-4
start in the first set and continuing
its offensive onslaught throughout
the rest of the sets. That strength was
matched defensively, holding the
Aggies to a .208 attack percentage in
the first set alone.
GW swept Cornell the next day,
paced again by a dominant first set,
when the Colonials swung a .515,
recording 19 kills and converting on
76 percent of their sideout point opportunities. It was a victory that saw
strong play across the GW roster: juniors Lauren Whyte and Katie Crosby led the Colonials attack, adding
15 kills and 42 assists, respectively.
Senior MacKenzie Knox added 12

Men's Soccer GW 1, USC UPSTATE 0

Colonials split weekend
action in tournament
by daniel wright
Hatchet Reporter
Watching an opponent tally
a go-ahead goal is disheartening
under any circumstance.
It’s even tougher to swallow
when that point is a result of a
penalty call on your team.
Head coach George Lidster
said the penalty on GW that allowed Coastal Carolina the goahead point in the 38th minute of
Friday’s game was a “mystery”
to him, one that deflated the Colonials on the field for the rest of
play.
As play opened Friday, the
Colonials quickly experienced
the power of the Coastal Carolina team, a squad that appeared
in the NCAA tournament last
season before falling in the first
round to Duke. After tight, backand-forth play in the beginning
of the match, Coastal Carolina
broke open the game after the
penalty call on GW, a call that
fell inside the goal box, allowing the Chanticleers to line up
a penalty kick. The shot hit the
back of the net, allowing Coastal
Carolina a one-goal advantage,
a tally that Lidster said was the
turning point in the match. But
GW’s head coach wasn’t about
to let his team focus on what he
deemed an unfair call.
“A guy fell down and a flag
went up. There was no clear
push,” Lidster said. “But we
have seen it a million times, we
aren’t crying over spilled milk.”
Coastal Carolina continued
to batter GW, extending its lead
with a counterattack two-touch
dribble and shot that added an
insurance point for the Chanticleers in the 67th minute. After
the first goal, GW attempted to
fight back with a switch to more
aggressive tactics and continued to ramp up their play when
the second point was added to
the board. GW outshot Coastal
Carolina 12-8 in the first game
of weekend action, with senior
Yoni Berhanu and junior Zach
Abaie racked up three shot attempts apiece, but each Colonials attempt fell short.
Junior Alejandro Almodovar
made his first start between the
posts for the Colonials, recording
three saves over the course of the
match. But despite his defensive
efforts, GW was unable to capitalize on their shot advantage.
Only five of their 12 shots were
on goal, and all five were turned

away. Lidster said his team was
intimidated by Coastal’s reputation, but he underlined their
strong effort during play.
But Lidster said his team
wasn’t about to let the 2-0 loss
to the Chanticleers mar their
performance for the rest of the
weekend, and GW (1-2-1) battled back to post their first win of
the season against USC Upstate
Sunday with a 1-0 margin.
“We played quite well, as
Coastal Carolina is a very good
team,” Lidster said. “The keeper
came up with some big saves,
the goals will fall and they will
come in [Sunday]. We will play
a little bit more offensively, we
were wary of the Coastal offense. [Sunday] will be a very
open game.”
The Colonials were determined to get off to an early start
in the sweltering Carolina heat
against USC Upstate, presenting
a renewed offensive front that
went into the half with a 7-1 shot
advantage. GW again found
themselves unable to find the
back of the net, until sophomore
Andrew Aluko’s cross-field pass
found fellow sophomore Alex
Sandland in the front of the net,
who headed the ball in for a
39th minute goal. Sandland had
just checked into the game as a
substitute nine minutes prior to
scoring, and Lidster credited the
ability to utilize subs as a source
of fresh legs with his team’s
eventual 1-0 victory.
“It wasn’t a very pretty
game,” Lidster said. “Both teams
were tired from playing Friday,
but we just had more in us then
they had in them.”
The Colonials only needed
one goal, and their defense stifled
USC Upstate, holding them to
just three shots compared to the
Colonials’ 12. Almodovar again
performed well in net, staying
strong in the final six minutes
of the match, when he saved
two potential goals, preserving
his first career clean sheet and
his second career victory as a
goalkeeper. When the whistle
sounded on the end of play, GW
found itself with its first victory
of the season – and the 192nd of
Lidster’s career.
“It’s good to get the first win
behind our backs,” said Lidster.
“We deserved this win.”
The Colonials next host Bryant Sept. 17 in the first home
match of the season, with play
scheduled to begin at 1 p.m. u

kills of her own, and sophomore Jamie Armstrong provided the defensive brawn, posting three blocks on
the match. Consistent depth across
the roster is crucial for the Colonials, Ault said, because it provides
the push the team needs to reach its
goals and continue to exhibit strong
play.
“It’s big for us, every day when
we’re in practice if we don’t have
depth we don’t have people competing and challenging each other
day in and day out,” Ault said.
“It’s so important that we have that
depth.”
The Colonials' strength across
the board proved crucial in their final match of the tournament, taking
on an equally tough host VCU, who
also entered the final match after
sweeping the first two contests of
the tournament. Besides dropping
the third set, the Colonials battled to
withstand VCU runs throughout the
match. The Rams came back from a

24-18 GW lead in the first set to tie the
score, fighting off match point seven
times in that set before the Colonials
were able to clinch. In the second,
GW again had to fend off a scrappy
VCU squad, pushing through 14 ties
and seven lead changes. After the
hard-won opening two sets, GW
dropped the third to VCU, held to
just a .162 attack percentage.
It was the hardest battle of the
tournament for the Colonials, and
arguably the toughest opponent
they had faced in weeks. So Ault
pulled her squad around her, quickly taking control before GW headed
into the final set. She knew the team
was capable of victory, but also knew
that they needed to settle down and
bring intent focus back to play.
“We talked about it in every set
that we played we were up three,
four points and let the lead slide
and let them tie and then it was a
battle. We talked about, we can’t
keep letting runs and errors happening. We’re taking care of getting
ahead and taking the lead,” Ault
said, “But we can’t let them come
back.”
GW didn’t let VCU come back,
exploding out to a 7-0 lead and
swinging .500 to post a decisive 2511 set victory over the Rams. It was
an effort that again saw the team’s
leadership set the tone for play, including Crosby and junior Candace
Silva-Martin, who were named to
the All-Tournament team. Crosby
closed the weekend with 125 assists,
12 digs and five block assists, and
Silva-Martin added 43 digs and five
service aces.
With the three victories, GW
extended their win streak to nine,
putting them just one victory shy
of tying their best start to a season
since 2003. But as the team prepares
to host Georgetown Tuesday night,
completing the D.C. Challenge, Ault
says earning a record is the last thing
on the Colonials’ minds.
“We’re trying not to focus on
it at all, we’re trying to stay away
from it, we’re not putting focus on
it,” Ault said. “We need to get better
every match, and if we do that the
wins will take care of themselves
and we’ll be a better team.” u

women's soccer BRYANT 1, GW 0

Alex Griffith | hatchet photographer

Junior Samie Cloutier angles around a Bryant opponent Sunday. Cloutier was
named to the All-Tournament team along with sophomore goalkeeper Nicole Ulrick.

Colonials swept in
Navy Invitational
by jake deitcher
Hatchet Staff Writer
It wasn’t the sort of weekend head
coach Tanya Vogel wanted. Her team
came out of the Navy Invitational with
two losses to Davidson and Bryant, its
play marked by inconsistency.
And despite the similar outcomes,
the Colonials looked like two different squads on the field, a sign that the
team has yet to develop its rhythm as
a cohesive unit.
And, as the Colonials continue to
search for an identity, Vogel continues
to search for veteran leadership.
“We are really looking for leadership on the field. We have a game
plan. We play a certain way and we
really got away from that,” Vogel said,
“I’m disappointed. There’s no question that I need some leaders out on
the field who actually take hold of the
game and change it and right now we
don’t have that.”
The Colonials’ first loss came
Friday at the hands of the Davidson
Wildcats. After finding themselves in
a one-goal hole early in play, the Colonials (2-5) responded with two quick
goals. Senior Sierra Smidinger scored
her third goal of the season in the 10th
minute, capitalizing on a corner kick
from junior Molly Bruh. Her tally was
quickly echoed by junior Adriana
Moya, who gave GW the lead with an
unassisted goal just one minute after
Smidinger’s goal.
But after GW’s quick battle, Davidson took control of the rest of the
game. The Wildcats picked up the
pace offensively and defensively in
the second half, scoring three goals

and keeping GW from getting off a
single shot. The final tally was 4-2
Davidson, a disappointing result that
Vogel attributed to a lack of defensive
might from her players.
“The response from our girls to
come back and get two quick goals
was great, but we still made some tactical and mental mistakes in the beginning in the second half.” Vogel said.
“We had talked about getting good
pressure on the ball and we had horrible pressure on the ball and when you
don’t have pressure on the ball the ball
is going to go in the back of the net.”
Though Sunday’s game against
Bryant ended in another loss for the
Colonials, the nature of play was
markedly different from the Davidson
defeat. GW outshot Bryant 16 to 12,
adding five corner kicks to the Bulldogs six. It was a series of offensive opportunities for GW that the team was
unable to capitalize on, held scoreless
throughout play.
Bryant pushed through the Colonials defense to score in the 28th minute, and GW was unable to respond
in kind, falling 1-0. The end result was
frustrating for the Colonials, who were
unable to capitalize on frequent scoring opportunities, with many of GW’s
shot attempts falling just slightly off
target from the goal.
“We created finishing opportunities today but if you don’t put the ball
in the back of the net then you don’t
win games.” Vogel said.
The Colonials will continue to
search for their identity and present a
cohesive front on the field in their next
match against Gardner-Webb, with
play scheduled for Sept. 16 at 7 p.m. u
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GWorld Merchants &
Super Saver Coupons
Every Monday - The GW Hatchet
Use your GWorld at these locations or cut out the appropriate coupon and save on
purchases from area businesses.

TO BE INCLUDED IN THIS SPECIAL PROMOTION, CONACT YOUR SALES REP OR CALL (202) 994-7682
DEADLINE FOR MERCHANTS PAGE: Prior Thursday, 4pm

Call NOW!! - Limited Number of Participants - Call NOW!!

The GW Hatchet

CLASSIFIEDS

GWMarketplace

CAMPUS LIFE
Paid Public Relations
Internship-$25 per hour
Looking for experienced PR
assistant for paid internship
opportunity. I am a one man shop
with too much work. Looking
for someone with at least 10hrs
a week available interested in
healthcare and international PR.
Send resumes and one writing
sample.
Email bfcommunicationsllc@
gmail.com
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flexibility to work an occasional full
day. Please send cover letter and
resume to hsaunders@pandhlaw.
com

The Perfect Part-Time Job
The Studio Theatre, Washington's
premiere contemporary theatre,
seeks articualte, energetic
subscription sales telemarketers!
Earn great money in a fun, fastpaced atmosphere. Comfort
selling over the phones and
meeting sales quotas required.
Evening and weekend hours: Mon
-- Thurs, 6:00pm -- 9:00pm; Friday
10:00am-2:00pm; Sat 10:30am -JOBS
2:30pm; and select Suns 5:00pm
Part-Time Assistant
-- 9:00pm -- associates work at
Small law firm in downtown DC
least 4 of the 6 shifts with at least
needs a p/t assistant to answer
one weekend shift. Hourly base,
phones, handle light typing and
commission, contest bonuses
filing, and other office tasks as
and free tickets to the shows! The
needed. Strong typing, grammar
new season begins Sept 7--email
and computer skills required. ECF a cover letter and resume to
experience a plus. Hours are M-F subscription_sales@studiotheatre.
4:00p.m. to 7:00 p.m. with the
org today!

The New York Times Syndication Sales Corporation
500 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10018
For Information Call: 1-800-972-3550
For Release Monday, September 12, 2011

Edited by Will Shortz
Across
1 With 69-Across,
where to find the
ends of 17-, 22-,
32-, 43-, 54- and
61-Across
5 Organization for
the supersmart
10 ___-in-the-blank
14 Most eligible for
military service
15 State in NE India
16 Not working
17 Q-tip, e.g.
19 Hall-of-Famer
Musial
20 Whole ___ and
caboodle
21 Tetley product
22 It points to the
minutes
24 Terse four-star
review
27 Danish toy
blocks
28 Prefix with plunk
or plop
29 French notions
32 Presidential
candidateʼs #2
36 Letter after chi

ANSWER
A
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H
I
P
P
E
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H
A

P
E
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E
R
C
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T
T
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N
T
A
I
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I
D
B
E
E
T
H
S
G
U
N
N
S

39 The Bard of ___
(Shakespeare)
40 Lifeless
41 Arkin of
Hollywood
42 Part of the head
that moves when
you talk
43 Excellent,
slangily
45 Snapshot
46 007 creator
Fleming
47 Reproductive
part of a fungus
50 Tire-changing
group at a
Nascar race
54 Sticky stuff on a
baseball bat
57 Middling grade
58 ___ Newton
(Nabisco treat)
60 W.W. II foe, with
“the”
61 Condiment thatʼs
O.K. for
observant Jews
64 Hysterically
funny sort

65 Letter-shaped
construction
piece
66 Folkie Guthrie
67 Casino game
with numbers
68 Slender
amphibians
69 See 1-Across

Down
1 Sell at a
pawnshop
2 How French fries
are fried
3 Become friendly
with
4 Dr. Seussʼs “The
Cat in the ___”
5 Like a lion or
horse
6 Piece of French
writing
7 Australian state
whose capital is
Sydney: Abbr.
8 Volvo rival
9 Prefix with
dextrous
10 Uses a rod and
reel
11 Item on a dog
collar
12 Grassy plain of
TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
the Southwest
R E S
C I T A D E L 13 Gives for a time
E E P
A N A T O L E 18 Onetime “S.N.L.”
regular Cheri
E L O W T H E B E L T
23 Great happiness
S
O H S O
A S I S 25 ___ diagram
E I N E
M O R A S S
(logic tool)
S S
N O E L
D O E 26 1994 JeanClaude Van
T A P E
A S O N E
Damme sci-fi
E S W I N E F L U
film
Y
O G O D
A B E T
30 Unlit
R E L S
G A G L A W 31 Suffix with Rock
E R
F I E F
E T O 32 British rule in
A L L S
F I T O F
colonial India
T S A Y A S I H A V E 33 The Cavaliers of
the A.C.C.
K E R
A L R O K E R
34 Actor Robert De
O D A
C A M P E R S
___
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14
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8

9

18

20

21
24

22

29
34

30

37

38

31

35
41

43

44

45
48

36

27

40

42

13

23

26

39

12

19

25

33

11

16

28

47

10

15

17

32

7
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46

49

50
56

51

52

53

54

55

57

60

61

64

65

66

67

68

69

62

58

59

63

Puzzle by Ian Livengood

35 Pesky insect
36 Airline ticket cost
37 Holder of a
squidʼs 38-Down
38 Itʼs held in a
squidʼs 37-Down
41 Slightly open
43 Guitarist Atkins
44 Kitchen gadget
for processing
potatoes

45 Magicianʼs cry
47 Start of a fire
48 Mischievous
fairy
49 Weekly satirical
paper, with “The”
51 Instantmessaging
program for
Macs
52 Swarms (with)

53 Cather who
wrote “O
Pioneers!”
55 Similar (to)
56 Judgeʼs attire
59 Old Pontiac
muscle cars
62 Make clothes
63 Carrier to Oslo

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit
card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions: Todayʼs puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Phone: (202) 994-7079
1309

Fax: (202) 994-

Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
Online classfied ads are available
FREE to all GW students and faculty.
• Non-GW clients pay a small fee for online
posting.
• Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25 words,
and $.30 per word beyond that.
• All classifieds should be placed online. If you
cannot access the internet, ads may be placed
via email, fax or in person at our office. An
extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard, American
Express and Discover, as well as cash and check
through our office.
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